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LINEAR SYSTEMS OF REAL QUADRATIC FORMS. D

EUGENIO CALABI1

Abstract. Consider a mapping F: R" -» R3 (n > 3) defined by an ordered triple of

real-valued quadratic forms; if some linear combination of these three quadratic

forms is positive definite, then the image set under the map is a convex cone.

This note is a sequel to an earlier one [1] with the same title, dealing with maps

of R" into R* defined by k quadratic forms in n real variables. One of the problems

to which this note is devoted is that of describing properties of the image set under

such a mapping, especially when n > k.

We begin with a few elementary remarks.

1. A set of k given quadratic forms is linearly dependent, if and only if the image

set under the mapping that they define into R* lies in a vector subspace, so that it is

often convenient to assume without loss of generality that the k given quadratic

forms are linearly independent.

2. If F: R"->R* is defined by k quadratic forms ua = fa(x) (x ER"; a =

1, 2, . . . , k), then the image set F(R") c R* is always a cone, that is to say a set of

points (vectors) in R* closed under multiplication by nonnegative scalars. This set

lies in a closed half-space, defined, let us say, by a homogeneous linear inequality

k

2   caua > 0       ((cx, ...,ck)*(0,0,..., 0))
a = l

if and only if the quadratic form

(i) I = 2 cJa
a = l

is positive semidefinite.

3. If, for some real constants (cx, .. ., ck) the quadratic form (1) is positive

definite, and if n < oo, then the mapping F: R"-»R* defined by ua = fa(x)

(1 < a < k) is a proper map into the half-space {0} u {« = («„) G R*|2*_, caua

>0}.
Our main result is the following one.

Theorem. // F: R" -* R* is defined by k quadratic forms ua = /a(x) (x G R", a =

I, 2, . . . , k) and satisfies the following assumptions:

(a) n > k = 3.

(b) For a certain set of k constants c„ . . . , ck the quadratic form fc = 2*_i cafa

on R" is positive definite. Then the image cone K = F(R") in R* is a convex cone.
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Proof. It follows from Remarks 2 and 3 above that the image cone K = F(R")

satisfies at least the following properties:

(a) K is contained in the closed half-space Hc defined by the linear inequality

2*.i caua > 0.

(b) If n < oo, then the map F is a proper map; indeed there is constant e > 0

such that, for all x G R", S*_ ] cja(x) > e|x|2; therefore the cone K is contained in

a closed, convex cone in R* that is nondegenerate, in the sense that it contains no

complete straight line.

Assume now, for the moment, that n < oo and suppose that the conclusion fails:

since the image cone K = F(RM) is closed and not convex, there must exist a ray

A = {At/}x>0, tj = (tj„ t)2, tj3), which is outside of K but interior to its convex hull;

therefore for each plane II containing A there are points of K that he on each side

of II. Let two such planes be defined by 23 = 1 aaua = 0 and 23_! baua = 0, that is

to say, assume that (a) = (ax, a2, a3) and (b) = (bx, b2, ¿>3) are linearly independent

solutions of the equation with unknowns ux, u2, «3,

3

(2) Z  ^"a = 0;
a = l

then (a) and (b) are a basis for all the solutions of (2) and therefore, for any pair of

real numbers (X, ¡i) ¥= (0, 0) the quadratic form

3

(3) g(x) =2   (K + r¿a)Ux)
a = l

vanishes precisely at the points x G R" such that F(x) = (fx(x),f2(x),f3(x)) lies in

the plane

(4) I («) = («„ u2, u3) G R3 |   2  (Afl. + ]^>« = Oj

passing through the half-line A generated by (ij„ t\2, t\3).

On the one hand for each pair (X, n) the plane (4) admits points of K on each of

its two sides; therefore the quadratic form g(x) in (3) is indefinite for each (X, ¡i).

On the other hand the complete line generated by A meets the image cone K only

at the origin, since An^= {0} and K \ {0} is contained in an open half-space,

while —A is in the opposite half-space. Thus the two quadratic forms 23 _, aafa(x),

and 23_! bafa(x) have no common zeros except x = 0. This contradicts the main

theorem of [1], see also [2] according to which, if two quadratic forms on R", for

n ¥= 2, n < oo have only 0 as a common null-vector, then there is a linear

combination of them that is positive definite. Therefore, if n < oo, we have proved

that the image cone must be convex.

In the case of an infinite dimensional linear space R00, with any topological

structure, the same conclusion holds, since the image cone under F of any finite

dimensional vector subspace is convex. The theorem is thereby proved.

The following two examples show the futility of attempts to prove certain naive

generalizations of the theorem.
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(A) Consider in R" (3 < n < oo) the three quadratic forms

Mx) = (x,)2,   Ux) = x,x2,   f3(x) = (x22) - ¿ (x,)2:
J-3

the quadratic form /, is positive semidefinite (but not definite); yet the image cone

under the map F = (/„ f2, f3): R" -> R3 is the set

{(«)!«, > 0, uxu3 < (m2)2} u {(«)|u, = u2 = 0},

which is not convex.

(B) Consider in R" (3 < n < oo) the four quadratic forms

Mx) = (x,)2 + J   (xjf,   Mx) - (x,f - (x2f,
7 = 3

n

Mx) = 2xxx2,   Mx) - x\ - 2  (*,)2:
7 = 3

the quadratic form 2/t + /4 is positive definite; yet the image cone F(R") c R4

under the map F = (fx,f2,f3,f4) is the 3-dimensional semi-algebraic set

{(«) =  («1. "2> «3. "J I «1  + "4 =Y («2)2 + (M3)2   . "l  >  I"2 + "4I» "1  > "2 + Kl}

which is not convex.

We conclude with an application. Let % be any linear function space, in which

three quadratic forms are given. For instance, let DC be the function space on an

open Riemannian manifold consisting of all real-valued functions d> that are

square-summable, along with their first and second derivatives; let fa(<j>) (a =

1, 2, 3) denote respectively the squared L2-norms ||<p||2, ||V</>||2, ||A<|>||2 of <p, of its

gradient, and of its Laplacian, with respect to the Riemannian metric, for any

<p G DC. It is known that/2(<¡>) has an upper bound in terms of /,(<?) and/3(<p), that/,

has a positive lower bound in terms of /2(<i>) and f3(<¡>), and that f3 has a positive

lower bound in terms of/,(d») and/2(d>) (if /2(¿>) is sufficiently large); however it is

not easy to determine in general what the best estimates are, nor what other

constraints there are (if any) on the possible values of (/i(«p), Mi>), M<l>)) e R3- The

main theorem of this paper proves that the set of possible values of these triple

functionals form a convex cone K in R3; from this one easily deduces that the set

of values of (fx,f2,f3) is not enlarged if we replace real-valued functions with

complex-valued ones (or Revalued ones for any euclidean R*). Finally, since the

image cone K is convex, it is completely detennined by its dual cone K* consisting

of all the triples (vx, v2, v3) E R3 such that, for all <p G DC, 23_i «JàOf») > °- T^

reduces the question to the apparently simpler one of determining the set of all

triples (vx, v2, v3) for which a certain selfadjoint completion of the differential

operator

d> —» t>3A2<p — t>2Ad> + t>!<p

(determined by asymptotic conditions of ¿> at "infinity", or by boundary conditions

if the manifold is a compact manifold with boundary) is positive semidefinite.
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This last problem is far from trivial even in one of the simplest conceivable cases,

that of functions ¿i on an open interval [0, a] c R; let

/,(<*>) = \ f" \4>(t)\2 dt,   f2(<¡>) = a f \<p'(t)\2 dt,   M<p) = a* f \<l>"(t)\2 dt
a Jq jq jq

(note that the coefficients are chosen so that the functionals fa are independent of

a). In this case it has been determined that the image cone of DC under (/,, f2, f3) is

bounded by the convex hull of an infinite sequence of analytic, convex, conical

surfaces, each one obtained by solving a certain one-parameter family of fourth

order, ordinary differential equations with appropriate (but unusual) boundary

conditions.
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